
 
Making it easy to manage CDN caches on your website! 
 
This module will help you to purge caches of your preferred CDN storage from Magento               
Admin console. Now after deployment, style update or product image change - just trigger              
cache purge with one click. 
 
Module works with number of CDN providers - so do not hesitate to contact and ask us to                  
add more of them. 
 
 
Features: 

● Adds a whole new Cache Type - just easy as that. 
● Can be triggered automatically or via your deployment pipelines 
● CDN cache flexibly adjustable per Cache Provider via configuration panel 
● Easy to trigger with one click in “Cache” section 
● Can be triggered by “Flush All” button, or you can disable this cache type and then                

run cache purge individually once needed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Module settings 

 
Configuration can be found under Stores - Configuration - ZeroBase - CdnCache. 
 
1. General. 
 

● "Debug Mode":  
Enables or disables module debug logs. Each CDN API call will be logged if set to                
“Yes”. If you are unsure module works well, or we ask you to provide logs - just                 
enable this setting, then refresh caches a few times to trigger API calls to purge CDN. 
 

 
2. Key CDN 
 
Provides functionality to purge cache of KeyCDN provider.  
https://www.keycdn.com 
 

● Enabled:  
Enables\Disables this cache provider. 
 

● API Key: 
Go to your KeyCDN account, navigate to “Account Settings” => “Authentication” and            
generate\copy your Secret API Key. 
 

● Zone ID: 
Enter your ZoneID from KeyCDN account. Please note, that it should be            
numbers-only value. 
 

● Purge Zone: 
If set to “Yes” - all zone caches will be purged. However you can select “No” and then                  
define specific tags and URLs to purge. 
 

● Purge Zone URLs and Purge Zone Tags 
This sections allow you to choose specific tags or URLs to purge. Tags should be               
typed exactly as you set in KeyCDN admin panel. URLs should NOT contain http(s).              
URL for example: “demo-1.kxcdn.com/lorem.css”. 

 
 

https://www.keycdn.com/

